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Topic
Have you used a fitness tracker while running to check your performance? If so, you are one
of the millions who use wearable and mobile devices such as fitness trackers and
smartphones to record, analyze, and display personal data under motion. However, with
varying speed, the movement of the body (e.g., the bouncing of the arm), and the change of
environmental factors such as lighting, even a simple chart could become hard to read,
particularly when both visualization (e.g., sports analytics) and observer (wearers such as
you) are under motion.

To address this problem, the internship has one main objective:
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Generate a first set of design guidelines for visualizations in motion with a focus on usage
scenarios in which wearers read their trackers while walking.

And target one specific research question:
1) How do visualization design factors affect readability while walking?

This internship has the following steps:

- Investigate and classify reading performance on mobile and wearable devices under
motion by literature reviewing.

- Categorize existing factors that have been shown to influence the readability of
mobile and wearable devices while walking.

- Design an empirical study to explore the impact of 1-2 design factors (e.g., length of
encoding, encoding color, representation type, or size) on the reading performance of
visualization on a mobile device (e.g., smartphone, smartwatch) while walking.

- Implement the study and run a pilot.
- If time permits: Conduct the formal study.

The duration will be 6 months (graduated internship/stage fin d’étude), and the start time will
not be later than the end of March 2023, preferably the beginning of March. We are looking
for someone interested in this topic, with user experience in wearable and mobile devices
such as smartwatches and a background in computer science / human-computer interaction.
Coding skills (e.g., Java, JS, Swift…), some knowledge of embedded systems, and design
knowledge (e.g., Adobe Illustrator, Figma) will be needed, and an interest in a future
publication would be a plus.

Background
This research internship is related to three research directions in the visualization
community: 1) situated visualization, 2) visualization in motion, and 3) mobile visualization.
In situated data visualization, the data is directly visualized near the physical space, object,
or person it originates from [Willett et al., 2017]. Visualization in motion is a new research
topic in the visualization community, and there is no dedicated research on this topic yet
beyond our paper published on TVCG [Yao et al., 2022]. Based on our paper, we defined
visualization in motion as visual data representations used in contexts that exhibit relative
motion between a viewer and an entire visualization. In sports activities such as running, a
runner is the viewer who reads in-situ visualizations such as how many calories have been
burned from their fitness tracker like a smartwatch while running. The relative movement
exists between the runner’s eyes and their bouncing arm. In the domain of mobile
visualization, there is a set of past research on how to design visualizations for a limited
screen size [Islam et al., Neshati et al.]. Nevertheless, it lacked a discussion when
characteristics of motion were involved, except we proposed a first research agenda on
visualizations in motion for fitness trackers [Yao et al., 2022]. Thus, our internship topic has a
very high potential to contribute new knowledge in both visualizations in motion and mobile
visualization and would lead to a scientific publication.

Related to our specific research question, the following are past works about reading
performance under walking on mobile and wearable devices:
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